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Abstract 

Electroglottography (EGG) measures instantaneous vocal-fold contact area and is thus 

sensitive to the speed of contacting and opening. It is easy to acquire, and, lacking the 

superimposed vocal tract resonances, its spectral envelope is much simpler than that of the 

airborne signal. Although the signal is not acoustic, one might expect that some of the 

variation in the spectral tilt of the airborne signal be present also in the EGG. Wideband 

spectra of EGG signals from sustained phonation were examined under various conditions, 

including changes of electrode position, vowel, subglottal pressure, SPL and fundamental 

frequency.  

Recordings were made of four male subjects producing /pV/ utterances with simultaneous 

acquisition of EGG and intraoral pressure during p-occlusions. The EGG spectrum envelope 

was found to be quite linear in dB/octave, from harmonics 2 to 10, and often much higher. 

Contrary to expectations, the EGG spectrum slope varied somewhat with changing of 

electrode positioning. The EGG spectrum effects of vowel changes were not significant but a 

significant interaction effect of the factors subject and vowel was found to exist. A weak 

correlation of high significance (p < .001) was found between EGG spectrum slope and SPL. 

Additionally, recordings from an existing database, of 8 trained male singers with audio and 

EGG, were analysed for EGG spectrum variation with SPL, vowel and F0. The singers 

performed crescendo tasks on sustained tones, with a typical SPL variation of up to 20 dB 

from soft to loud. Fitting straight lines to wideband EGG spectra yielded slopes of -14 

to -9 dB/octave.  The slope variation was small but in most cases positively correlated with 

overall SPL and F0 in the range 75-95 dB at 0.3 m. EGG spectrum slope was not dependent on 

the factor vowel. Also, there was in some cases a pronounced ripple in the EGG spectrum, due 

to double peaks in the time derivative of the closing EGG waveform.  

 

A preliminary version of this study was presented at the 3rd Workshop on Advanced Voice 

Function Assessment of the EU COST Action 2103, held in York, UK on May 19-20, 2010. 

The paper was entitled: A Libeaux, S Ternström, N Henrich: Spectrum variations in the 

electroglottographic signal related to voice sound pressure level.  
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Sammanfattning 
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List of abbreviations 

EGG = electroglottography 

EGGSS = EGG spectrum slope 

F0 = fundamental frequency 

MFDR = maximum flow declination rate 

Psub = subglottal pressure 

SB = spectrum balance 

SPL = sound pressure level 

VF = vocal fold(s)  

VFC = vocal fold contact 

VFCA = vocal fold contact area 

VT = vocal tract 
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1 Introduction 

The use of loud voice is widely accepted as a major risk factor for habitual and secondary 

organic voice disorders. However, the threshold between harmless and harmful phonation 

intensities is so far poorly understood and is likely to be hugely dependent on individual vocal 

dispositions and habits in voice use. An objective measure for overloaded voice would be 

helpful in understanding, prevention and therapy of especially occupational voice disorders. 

In order to reach a better understanding of overloaded voice, Ternström, Bohman and 

Södersten (2006) reported how the airborne voice spectrum varies with increasing vocal effort. 

In this study, 23 subjects read text passages with varying vocal intensities, elicited by 

environmental noise that was presented over loudspeakers. A measure of spectrum balance 

(SB) was defined as the difference between the level of the 2-6 kHz band and the 0.1-1 kHz 

band. It was shown that SB became less negative with increasing vocal intensity until a 

“saturation” point was reached. The personal maximum SPL was estimated as being 6-8 dB 

above this “saturation” point.  

The airborne voice spectrum, however, is hugely dependent on vowel articulation and is 

therefore hard to interpret in terms of voice source characteristics. It would be desirable 

therefore to observe the influences of loud voice use directly on the voice source spectrum.  

The voice source is a train of pressure pulses, produced at the glottis, that is controlled by 

subglottal pressure and adductory forces, all of which are hard to measure directly. The 

electroglottographic signal on the other hand is fairly easy to acquire. It represents the vocal 

fold contact area (VFCA) over time. In informal trials it was observed that the spectrum of the 

EGG signal is usually very simple and has a clean slope that is easily defined in dB/octave. As 

it is not an acoustic signal, the EGG spectrum cannot be expected to be directly related to the 

airborne voice spectrum. However, it has been reported by Painter (1988) that the EGG signal 

shape changes with increasing voice effort, leading to more abrupt closing gestures for high 

intensity phonation than for low intensity phonation. Accordingly, it seems likely that rapid 

vocal fold closure, which will generate high frequency energy in the EGG spectrum, is a 

correlate of high values of maximum flow declination rate (MFDR), which in turn is a major 

determinant of voice sound pressure level (SPL). 
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The aim of this study is to describe how the EGG spectrum slope changes with increasing 

voice effort in spoken and sung crescendos. Furthermore, the variations of the EGG spectrum 

slope with changing electrode position and changes in vowels will be studied in order to 

evaluate the usefulness of the EGG spectrum as a reliable measure of voice source 

characteristics. 

The outline of the thesis is as follows. In chapter 2, the three aspects of normal voice (1) 

modes in vocal fold vibration, (2) sound pressure level of the voice and (3) vowel production 

will be shortly described and discussed with regard to their influence on the EGG spectrum. 

Chapter 3 provides information about the basic principle of electroglottography and about the 

EGG signal shape. The relation between vocal intensity, EGG signal shape and EGG spectrum 

is discussed. The questions and hypotheses to be addressed are given in chapter 4, followed by 

the explanation of the method and the presentation of the results in chapter 5. The method and 

results are discussed in chapter 6. 
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2 EGG-related aspects of voice production 

This chapter provides brief descriptions of those aspects of voice production that are assumed 

to have influence on the EGG spectrum slope. There is also information given about the vowel 

production and why we think that there is no influence on the EGG spectrum slope due to 

vowel changes. The descriptions given will refer only to normal voices. The reader is assumed 

to be familiar with the basic anatomy and physiology of the voice system.  

2.1 Normal vocal fold vibration 

Normal patterns of vocal fold vibration (VFV) can be categorized into oscillation with 

uniform and with non-uniform tissue movement (Titze, 1994). What they have in common is 

the horizontal movement of the vocal folds. In the dominant mode of horizontal movement, 

the maximum amplitude of VFV is reached in the middle of the vocal folds and decreases 

toward the posterior and anterior ends. The non-uniform modes of VFV include also a vertical 

aspect in the tissue movement. The pliability of the vocal fold cover has the consequence that 

the lower and upper portions of the vocal folds do not move in phase. In this case, closure of 

the glottis starts at the lower margins, propagating upwards in a wavelike movement. The 

action of opening the glottis also starts at the lower edge of the vocal folds. According to Titze 

(1994), non-uniform tissue movement and a mixture of the non-uniform and the uniform 

oscillation modes are typical patterns in normal VFV.  

With regard to the relation between vocal fold closing gestures and the speed of vocal fold 

contacting, Baken (1992) differentiates between the zipper like closing gesture of the vocal 

folds and a closing gesture where the vocal fold remain virtually parallel. According to Baken, 

maximum vocal fold contact area will be reached much more rapidly in the second case, 

which would cause a more abrupt closing gesture in the EGG signal and would thus generate 

more high frequency energy in the corresponding EGG spectrum. 
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2.2 Sound pressure level of the voice (SPL) 

SPL of the voice is determined by the maximum flow declination rate (MFDR), the faster the 

vocal folds approach each other, the faster the glottal area decreases, and the greater the 

MFDR will be. A zipper-like closure is related to a decrease in glottal area that is more slowly, 

which makes for lower values of MFDR. Only when the vocal folds make contact do we get a 

large change in the EGG signal, and this happens when most or all of the glottal flow has 

ceased. Therefore, the connection between rate-of-change in the glottal flow and rate-of-

change in the EGG contact area is indirect.  

 

 
Figure 1: Schematic diagrams of two scenarios of 

vocal fold closure. Above: The vocal folds remain 

virtually parallel during closure. Below: Zipper-

like closure with gradually increasing vocal fold 

contact area (VFCA). 

 

 
Figure 2: Glottal airflow (above) and VFCA 

(below) as a function of time. Solid lines depict the 

functions for the scenario, where the VF remain 

virtually parallel. Dashed lines depict the function 

for zipper-like closure. 

 

From the figures above we can conclude that the overall shape of the VF medial surfaces will 

have direct consequences for how the VFCA changes during closure. Still, although it is 

possible to envisage special cases, in which the VFCA and the glottal area change in unrelated 

ways, it seems intuitively reasonable to assume that loud voice with rapid closure of the glottis 

should typically also result in a more rapid change in the EGG contact area. It has been shown 

in earlier studies that high vocal intensities do lead to more rapid increase in VF contact area, 
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as shown by abrupt closing gestures in the EGG signal (Painter, 1988) and thus high 

frequency energy in the EGG spectrum (Childers et al. 1983).  

 

Vocal intensity is usually measured in sound pressure level (SPL). The SPL, however, varies 

with vowel articulation. The subglottal pressure (henceforth Psub) on the other hand is a 

parameter that is not directly influenced by vocal tract adjustments. Psub drives the VFV and is 

one of the major determinants of vocal intensity. It has been established by Titze and 

Sundberg (1992) that a doubling of Psub leads to an increase in vocal intensity of about 8 to 9 

dB in normal untrained voices. In this study, Psub was chosen to be the independent variable 

that reflects vocal effort, since it is a voice source parameter that correlates with vocal 

intensity.  

2.3 Vowel production  

One of the advantages we expect from the use of the EGG spectrum slope as a measure of 

voice source quality is its independence of vowel production. Although we could not find any 

studies that investigate the relation between vowel changes and EGG spectrum slope values 

directly, the assumption that there is no effect of the factor vowel on the EGG spectrum slope 

can be supported by the following arguments.  

It has been reported by Lim, Lin and Bones (2006) that the independent factor vowel had no 

significant effect on the EGG speed quotient (SQ) except for vowel [u] (p < .05). EGG speed 

quotient was defined as the ratio between the opening phase and the closing phase of the EGG 

signal. Differences in EGG SQ express differences in the skewing of the EGG signal, which in 

turn determines the value of the EGG spectrum slope. Thus, according to this study the factor 

vowel has no significant effect on the EGG spectrum slope, except for vowel [u]. 

If there were a significant vowel effect on the EGG spectrum slope, it would be due to a 

substantial amount of interaction between the dominant vocal tract resonance (usually F1) and 

the VF vibrations. According to the source-filter theory of speech production (Fant, 1960), a 

source signal composed of a fundamental frequency and multiples of the fundamental 

frequency is generated by vocal fold oscillation. This source sound is modified by the shape of 

the vocal tract, which acts like a filter by amplifying some frequencies for radiation from the 

mouth while reducing others. The frequency bands that are amplified are called formants. The 
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first two formants (F1 and F2) are used to characterise spectral differences between vowels. 

Originally, this model describes a linear source-filter coupling that does not include source-

filter interactions. Titze (2007), however, describes a theory of nonlinear source-filter 

coupling that includes source-filter interactions that are divided into level 1 and level 2 

interactions. Level 1 source-filter interaction refers to the dependency of the flow pulse on 

subglottal and supraglottal vocal tract pressures. According to Titze, this type of source-filter 

interaction is present in all speech and singing at low pitches. In level 1 source-filter 

interaction, the dominant harmonics of the source spectrum (F0, 2F0, 3F0) are below the 

formants and do not interact with the formants. The consequence is that level 1 source-filter 

interaction does not necessarily disturb vocal fold oscillation but only the glottal airflow. In 

level 2 source-filter interactions, the dominant harmonics are near the formants and do interact 

with them. This type of interaction does hence occur in higher pitched phonation. The mode of 

vocal fold vibration can be changed due to level 2 source-filter interactions but according to 

Titze, disturbances in VF oscillation are not present in all cases of high pitched phonation. 

Furthermore, if present, source-filter interactions that cause disturbances in VF vibration could 

be expressed only in phase differences of the partials, which do not affect the EGG spectrum. 

In order to test the assumption that the EGG spectrum slope is independent of vowel changes, 

a vowel task was part of the experiments carried out for this thesis. As the dominant vocal 

tract resonance is a key factor in source-filter interactions, the vowels selected for the task 

were chosen so as to differ maximally with regard to F1.  
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3 Electroglottography 

3.1 Principle of operation 

Electroglottography is a non-invasive and easy to handle technique that measures relative 

vocal fold contact area during phonation. Invented in 1957 by Fabre, the devices and analysis 

techniques have been improved over recent decades and used for clinical as well as research 

purposes.  

A pair of electrodes is placed on the skin to each side of the thyroid cartilage at the height of 

the vocal folds. An alternating electrical current of high frequency and low voltage is sent 

through the neck, passing between the electrodes. A weak current of 10 mA or less is chosen 

in order not to harm the skin and tissues of the neck. Using high frequencies of 300 kHz to a 

few megahertz prevents the unpleasant sensation caused by the current. 

The electroglottograph measures the impedance between the electrodes. During phonation the 

impedance changes slightly due to the oscillation of the vocal folds. As air is a very poor 

conductor of electricity, the impedance during vocal fold opening is higher than during vocal 

fold closure. The greater the contact area between the vocal folds, the lower is the impedance 

to overcome. The output signal given by the EGG is then proportional to the measured 

impedance over time. The obtained signal has been shown to represent the relative vocal fold 

contact area over time (Baken, 1992). 

However, calibration of the vocal fold contact area is very difficult. This is because the total 

electrical impedance is also influenced by changes in neck tissues, muscles and positioning of 

the laryngeal structures. The impedance changes that are caused by vocal fold oscillation 

correspond to only 1 to 2% of the total current. For instance, the contraction of a muscle 

changes its impedance and hence the impedance of the whole system. Also the ratio between 

total current and the part changed by vocal fold oscillation would be changed by the muscle 

contraction. Furthermore, the amplitude of the EGG signal is hugely dependent on the 

electrode positioning and larynx movements during phonation, which is hard to control. This 

dependency on position is exploited to advantage in the two channel electroglottograph, which 

has two pairs of electrodes that are placed one above the other. The device compares the signal 

amplitudes and outputs a signal that is proportional to the ratio between them. This provides 
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an indication of the larynx displacement relative to the electrodes, over a range of a few 

centimeters (Rothenberg, 1990). 

3.2 The EGG signal  

The EGG signal represents the relative vocal fold contact area (VFCA) over time. Figure 3 

shows a model of a typical EGG signal for one cycle of vocal fold vibration as it is 

represented by Herbst and Ternström (2006). The model contains landmarks that indicate 

changes in vocal fold movement and position during phonation. Those landmarks were first 

described by Rothenberg (1981). The first landmark (a) indicates the beginning of increasing 

VFCA. After a stage of maximum opening the vocal folds approach each other, starting 

usually at the lower margins. At landmark (b) the upper margins of the vocal  

folds approximate, leading to maximum VFCA between landmarks (c) and (d). Maximum 

VFCA, however, does not necessarily mean that complete closure of the vocal folds is reached. 

It is not possible to determine from EGG analyses alone if the vocal fold closure is complete 

or remains incomplete during the stage of maximum VFCA. This is because of the difficulties 

in calibrating the measurements. Landmarks (d) and (e) indicate the beginning of vocal fold 

separation at the lower and upper margins of the vocal folds, respectively. The opening phase 

is completed at landmark (f) where the minimal VFCA is reached. The width of the glottal 

opening cannot be estimated by an analysis based only on the EGG signal.  

 

Figure 3: Model of a typical EGG waveform (Herbst & Ternström, 2006) 
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The typical EGG waveform changes its shape depending on vocal intensity. When describing 

his findings on different EGG waveform types, Painter (1988) reported that higher vocal 

intensity leaded to a more abrupt increase in VFCA in comparison to weak phonation. 

Furthermore, the differentiation between two closing stages (between landmarks (a) and (b) 

and between landmarks (b) and (c)) was often not observed in the case of strong phonation. 

We can see in Figure 3 that the typical EGG signal is skewed to the left side, having a shorter 

closing than opening phase. This skewing can be expressed with the speed quotient (SQ). The 

SQ is defined as the time the vocal folds need to open divided by the time the vocal folds need 

to close within one duty cycle (Dromey, 1992). By means of high-speed cinematographic 

films Timcke (1958) showed that the SQ increases with voice intensity. With increasing 

intensity the vocal folds closed more rapidly while they opened at the same speed or even 

more slowly than before. Similar findings were reported for the EGG waveform. The general 

trend for the EGG waveform was an increasing SQ as vocal intensity increases followed by a 

subsequent decrease in SQ at the highest intensities (Dromey, 1992; Sapienza, 1998). The 

trend was found to be significant only for the lower sound levels between 70 and 75 dB (SPL 

at 0.3 m) in Dromey’s study. 

3.3 The EGG spectrum 

Little is known yet about the potential that the EGG spectrum might have for voice quality 

assessment. The search for literature about the EGG spectrum led only to a few articles, where 

the EGG spectrum was not studied in detail. The relation between vocal intensity and the EGG 

spectrum was addressed in an article by Childers et al. in 1983. The authors assumed that 

increasing vocal intensity would lead to more high frequency energy in the EGG spectrum. 

The results showed the expected tendency, but the effect was not significant. However, the 

minimum and maximum vocal intensity levels in that study differed by only 10 dB.  

High frequency energy in the EGG spectrum, however, is generated by abrupt changes in the 

corresponding EGG signal. The tendency of the VFCA to increase more abruptly and more 

rapidly with higher vocal intensity, as observed by Painter (1988) and further confirmed by the 

SQ values reported by Dromey (1992) and Sapienza (1998) (see section 3.2), support the 

assumption that the EGG spectrum slope will be less negative for high vocal intensities than 

for low vocal intensities. 
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An example for a typical EGG spectrum is given in chapter 5.1 where the analysis procedure 

for the EGG spectrum slope is described in detail. 
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4 Objectives and Hypotheses 

This study takes the first step towards evaluating the EGG spectrum slope as a measure of 

voice quality. To this end, the main objective is to describe how the EGG spectrum slope 

varies in normal trained and untrained voices under various conditions. The three sources of 

variation chosen in this study are: (a) Psub, (b) SPL and (c) vowel. The independent variable 

SPL was chosen in addition to Psub because experiment 2 was carried out on an already 

existing data base containing only two channels: EGG, and airborne voice signals. Thus, no 

Psub data were available for the trained voice examples.    

The second objective was to test our assumption that the EGG spectrum slope does not change 

with electrode displacement. This was to exclude electrode position as a possible source of 

error. The hypotheses to be addressed in this investigation and their rationales were as follows: 

 

a) The EGG spectrum slope is not influenced by changes in electrode positioning.  

Rationale: 

We can see no reason why the rate-of-change in glottal contact area should have 

anything to do with where the electrodes are in relation to the vocal folds.  

 

b) The EGG spectrum slope is independent of vowel changes. 

Rationale: 

Such an effect would appear only if there were a substantial amount of interaction 

between the dominating vocal tract resonance (usually F1) and the VF vibrations. Our 

informal trials have not shown vowel related variations in the EGG spectrum slope. 

 

c) Increasing subglottal pressure leads to increasing (less negative) EGG spectrum slopes. 

Rationale: 

Subglottal pressure is the major determinant of vocal intensity. Thus, increasing 

subglottal pressure is attended by an increase in vocal intensity. As explained in chapters 

3.2 and 3.3 high vocal intensity leads to more abrupt closing gestures and higher SQ 

values in the EGG signal. The stronger the skewing of the EGG signal, the more high 

frequency energy will be generated in the corresponding EGG spectrum. 
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The relationship between voice intensity and high frequency energy in the EGG 

spectrum has been studied by Childers et al. (1983). In spite of a small voice intensity 

range of 8 dB (56-64 dB (SPL)) in that study, a tendency was found for the EGG 

spectrum to show more high frequency energy with increasing intensity. 

 

d) EGG spectrum slopes become less negative with increasing sound pressure level (SPL). 

Rationale: 

The relation between Psub and sound pressure level (SPL) is quite linear at moderate 

vocal intensities, provided that articulation is kept constant. A doubling of Psub leads to 

an increase in SPL of about 8 to 9 dB in normal untrained voices (Titze & Sundberg, 

1992). Thus, the rationale expressed for hypothesis c) is also valid for hypothesis d). 
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5 Method 

5.1 Analysis of the EGG spectrum slope 

Figure 4 shows an example of a narrow-band EGG spectrum. It can be seen that the harmonic 

amplitudes drop rather uniformly toward increasing frequency. Although the spectrum slope 

might be computed from the harmonic peaks only, we found it to be easier to use a wide-band 

analysis (see Figure 5) and use all FFT data points in the regression, thus avoiding a peak-

picking operation. An analysis bandwidth of 2×F0 was found to be wide enough to suppress 

spectral periodicity due to the harmonics.  

 

 

 
Figure 4: Narrow-band spectrum section of EGG 

signal. F0 = 105 Hz. Here, peak-picking would be 

required to determine the slope. 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Short-term average wideband 

spectrum of the same EGG signal. Here 

regression can be done directly on the spectrum 

data, after mapping to a log frequency scale, for 

dB/octave. 

 

In the signal files, the parts to be analysed were marked manually with labels. At each label, a 

short time average spectrum of the EGG signal was calculated over 50 ms, with an analysis 

bandwidth of 2×F0 (but at least 500 Hz), or 26 FFT frames with 50% overlap. The duration of 

50 ms corresponded to 5-15 glottal periods. This was considered long enough to reduce the 

influence of cycle-to-cycle variations, yet short enough to avoid substantial changes over time 

in phonatory parameters during the sustained vowels. The EGG spectrum slope in dB/octaves 

was computed by regression from the wideband spectrum data points between partials number 

two to ten in order to get comparable data for all fundamental frequencies (about 15 data 
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points for each regression line). The fundamental partial was found often to be a poor fit to an 

otherwise essentially straight line, so the lower frequency limit of the regression was set to 

1.8×F0. The upper frequency limit (partial number 10) was chosen such that the EGG 

spectrum envelope would be well above the noise floor even in soft phonation in all tokens.  

The EGG spectrum slope calculations and the corresponding SPL estimations for the airborne 

voice signal were done using a MATLAB script that extracted the signal excerpts marked by 

labels in each signal file (see appendix A1). The signal files were of diverse origins with 

sampling rates of 22.05, 24, 44.1 or 48 kHz. The MATLAB script automatically took the 

sampling rate into account for the analyses.  
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Figure 6: Example of a MATLAB line fit. Frequency (kHz) on the horizontal axis, versus EGG spectral 

level (arbitrary reference) on the vertical axis. The top caption provides information about subject, task, 

number of the current label and fundamental frequency. The upper and lower frequency limits of the 

regression are marked with dotted lines. 

 

The script was interactive in that the operator had to inspect the regression visually, and, if 

necessary, adjust the lower and upper frequency limits (Figure 6). However, the default 

frequency limits (1.8 and 10 times F0) were always kept. The output from this script was a 

spreadsheet-compatible text file, with columns for the chosen analysis parameters and the 

analysis results (see appendix A2). These data were then read into a spreadsheet for further 
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analysis and presentation. Statistical analyses were made using Statistica 9.1 (StatSoft, Inc, 

Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA).  

5.2 Measurement of the subglottal pressure (Psub) 

Direct measurement of subglottal pressure requires more or less invasive methods such as 

tracheal puncture or transnasally introduction of miniature pressure catheters into the trachea. 

Within the scope of this investigation it was decided to apply an indirect technique that was 

more feasible and non-invasive. The mean Psub for vowels was derived from intraoral pressure 

measurements during /p/-occlusions. The values were expressed in centimeters of a water 

column relative to atmospheric pressure. It has been shown in earlier investigations that the 

intraoral pressure values during /p/-occlusions and the subglottal pressure estimations during 

vowels are very similar when estimated for syllable patterns like /pVpV/, such as /papapa/ 

(Netseli, 1969; Löfqvist & Kitzing & Carlborg, 1982; Kitajima & Fujita, 1990, Hertegård & 

Gauffin & Lindestad, 1995). Hertegård, Gauffin and Lindestad (1995) described five 

requirements that must be taken into account while pronouncing the syllables in order to get 

accurate Psub values from intraoral pressure measurements: 

 

 “(a) The glottal resistance during the unvoiced stop sound must be 0, i.e., the vocal folds must be abducted.  
 (b) There must be a firm lip closure of sufficient duration for the pressure to build up in the oral cavity.  
 (c) The articulation must be smooth and without interruptions (chopping) between the pronounced  
  syllables, which might result in lower intraoral than subglottal pressure.  
 (d) Respiratory activity should also be fairly smooth with equal stress on the syllables in order to obtain  
  strings of the ideal flat type of oral pressure curves. Increased lung pressure during the stop sounds  
  might result in more or less peaked intraoral pressure curves.  
 (e)  There must be a stable vowel for interpolation of pressure measurements. If the stop sound is  
  aspirated, the pressure release during the early part of the vowel will result in a temporary decrease in  
  subglottal pressure. It is therefore recommended that the pressure be measured in the middle part of  
  the vowel.”  

(Hertegård & Gauffin & Lindestad, 1995, p.150) 

 

In practice it is not always possible to meet these requirements as especially untrained subjects 

are not used to manipulating their articulation and phonation intentionally. A detailed 

description of the analysis procedure used in experiment 1 is given in chapter 5.3.4.2. 
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Experiment 1: EGG spectrum slope in speaking voice 

5.3.1 Subjects 

Four male subjects participated in the speech experiment. All of them were recruited from 

students and staff at the department of speech, music and hearing at the KTH Royal Institute 

of Technology in Stockholm. The subjects were at ages between 24-74 years. They had no 

history of voice pathology. Three of them were untrained voice users and one subject was a 

trained singer. 

5.3.2 Material and Recordings 

The layout of the acquisition setup is shown in Figure 7. The subjects were seated in an 

anechoic room. The airborne voice was recorded using an omnidirectional condenser 

measurement microphone (model ECM8000, Behringer, Germany) and a preamplifier (model 

2MP, Line Audio, Sweden). The microphone was placed 30 cm in front of the subject’s mouth. 

The electroglottographic signal and the signal for larynx height were recorded by the use of a 

dual-channel electroglottograph (model EG-2, Glottal Enterprises, Syracuse NY, USA). The 

measurement of intraoral pressure for the estimation of Psub was done using a short plastic 

catheter connected to a pressure transducer and conditioning amplifier (model Gaeltec S7b). 

The four-channel signal files were recorded by use of a generic PC  

 

 
Figure 7: The layout of acquisition setup. 
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with a signal processing board (Loughborough PC/C32 with 6 delta-sigma 16-bit A/D 

converters) and the signal acquisition and measurement software Soundswell (Soundswell 

Core 4.0, Saven Hitech AB, Sweden). A generic oscilloscope was used for live monitoring of 

the EGG signal during the recordings. 

5.3.3 Effect of electrode position 

5.3.3.1 Task 

The objective was to obtain samples of EGG signals with the electrodes at different distances 

from the vocal folds but keeping the phonation as constant as possible.  

The electrodes were placed to each side of the thyroid at the height of the prominentia 

laryngea. The subjects were asked to phonate a sustained vowel [a] with constant intensity and 

pitch. They were free to choose a comfortable vocal intensity and pitch within their speaking 

range. During phonation the subjects held the electrodes between fingers and thumbs, moving 

them upwards and downwards on the contact gel without losing skin contact. From the 

original position the electrodes were first moved to a high position, then restored to the 

original position and at last moved to a low electrode position. The subjects were instructed to 

hold each electrode position for at least one second. The task was repeated three times. 

5.3.3.2 Analysis 

In the waveform, portions were sought out where the subject’s airborne SPL was kept as 

constant as possible while the EGG amplitude varied as much as possible. This would 

correspond to a negligible change in vocal effort over large changes in electrode position. 

Those portions were marked with labels and analysed for EGG spectrum slope, airborne voice 

sound pressure level in dB (SPL) and the relative EGG signal level. Linear regression analysis 

was carried out on the data of each subject to identify the relation between relative EGG signal 

level and EGG spectrum slope values. 

The recordings from one subject were excluded from analysis because pitch and vocal 

intensity were not held sufficiently constant in the corresponding recordings. 
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5.3.3.3 Results 

The results of the electrode displacement task are shown in Table 1 and Figure 8. The task was 

of 5-10 seconds duration. The small differences in SPL result from the manual selection of 50 

ms excerpts with similar SPL, and thus do not imply that the subjects were able to produce 

tones with such very stable levels.  

 

Table 1: Outcome of the electrode displacement task. Columns 

three and four are graphed in the following figure. 

Subject SPL EGG spectrum_slope EGG level 

JS 72,14 -15,75 -25,14 

  72,07 -15,24 -25,78 

  71,93 -15,30 -25,86 

  72,15 -14,34 -28,28 

  72,02 -14,57 -30,22 

  71,68 -13,83 -36,08 

  72,25 -14,56 -37,86 

KH 72,83 -15,24 -21,31 

  71,99 -15,34 -22,88 

  72,00 -14,80 -23,25 

  72,49 -14,46 -26,63 

  71,31 -13,98 -30,27 

  72,55 -14,05 -31,98 

  72,01 -13,69 -36,20 

SM 75,51 -14,52 -29,25 

  75,36 -15,02 -30,17 

  75,05 -13,19 -34,67 

  75,42 -13,27 -34,86 

  75,37 -12,72 -34,97 

  75,66 -13,76 -39,13 

  75,84 -15,61 -41,45 

  75,89 -14,70 -41,61 
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Figure 8: Effects on EGG spectrum slope of EGG level (dB, arbitrary reference), where the EGG 

amplitude changed due only to electrode displacement (voice SPL constant within 1 dB). 

 

Somewhat surprisingly, two of the subjects did exhibit some dependence of EGG spectrum 

slope on electrode displacement, and also surprising was that the high-frequency content of 

the EGG signal seemed to increase somewhat with decreasing EGG signal amplitude. A high 

noise floor in the EGG signal could have explained this effect, but close examination revealed 

that this was not the case. With only three trials, however, one cannot definitely conclude that 

the effect exists. A more detailed investigation was deemed to be outside the scope of this 

study.  
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5.3.4 Effects of vowel 

5.3.4.1 Task 

The aim was to obtain data with constant subglottal pressure for five different vowels. A real-

time display for visual feedback of the subglottal pressure was not available. Therefore the 

subjects were instructed to phonate with a constant voice effort while pronouncing [pV] 

syllables with changing vowels at a constant pitch. The pitch was chosen freely by the subjects 

within their speaking range. The vowel sequence was to be done at three effort levels (medium, 

loud, louder). The five vowels chosen for this task were pronounced in the following 

sequence: [pe]  – [pe]  – [pæ]  – [pæ]  – [pa]  – [pa]  – [po]  – [po]  – [pu]  – [pu].  

This vowel sequence was chosen for the following reasons. As described in the rationale 

corresponding to the vowel task (see section 4) a source-filter interaction that influences VF 

vibration would be mostly dependent on the dominating vocal tract resonance (F1). Choosing 

vowels that differ maximally with regard to F1 seems therefore reasonable for  

 

 
Figure 9: Chart of vowels used in the task with 

F1 (Hz) on the horizontal axis and F2 (Hz) on the 

vertical axis.   

 
Figure 10: Vowel chart of the sequence chosen 

for the task with front-back position of the 

tongue on the horizontal axis and close-open 

position of the tongue on the vertical axis.  

 

this task. The corner vowels [a], [u] and [i] (see Figure 9 and Figure 10) meet this requirement, 

both with regard to F1 and F2. The vowel [i], however, was hard to pronounce without 

touching the catheter that was between the lips for the Psub measurements. Therefore the vowel 
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[e] was chosen to replace it, having the highest position of the tongue a bit more backwards in 

the mouth. In order to smooth the changes in articulatory positions of tongue, lips and jaw 

between the corner vowels the intermediate vowels [pæ] and [po] were chosen to be part of 

the sequence too. 

5.3.4.2 Analysis 

EGG spectrum slope estimations and SPL measurements were calculated for the midpoint of 

each vowel. The subglottal pressure for each [pV] syllable was calculated as the difference 

between the zero pressure line during each syllable and the average pressure immediately 

before the syllable. This approach was chosen because of an occasional drift in the zero line 

over the course of the utterance (Figure 11).  

A univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to identify the major sources of 

variation in the slope values. 

 

 
Figure 11: Three-channel recording with airborne voice signal, EGG signal and subglottal pressure. The 

labels on top of the figure represent the parts in the file that were sought out for analysis (odd numbers for 

Psub and even numbers for vowel portions). Note that there is a drift in the zero line of Psub. The arrows and 

lines indicate the parts that were chosen for the calculation of Psub. 
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5.3.4.3 Results 

The results are graphed in Figure 12 and listed in Table 2. Average EGG spectrum slopes  

 
Figure 12: Averages of EGG spectrum slopes, grouped by Vowel and Subject. Vertical lines denote the 

95% confidence intervals. 

 

with corresponding 95% confidence intervals as well as the univariate analysis of variance 

indicate no significant differences in EGG spectrum slopes due to vowel changes. The factor 

Subject was found to have a significant influence on the EGG spectrum slopes (p ≤ .001). A 

significant interaction effect at a significance level of 5% was found to exist between the 

factors subject and vowel. 

 

Table 2: Univariate ANOVA test of significance for EGG spectrum slope. 

Effect Sum of Squares Degrees of freedom Mean Square F p 

Subject 43.95 3 14.65 48.07 < 0.000001 

Vowel 1.94 4 0.49 1.59 0.180738 

Subject×Vowel 7.68 12 0.64 2.10 0.021673 

Error 36.57 120 0.30   
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5.3.5 Effect of subglottal pressure 

5.3.5.1 Task 

In order to obtain EGG spectrum slopes as a function of subglottal pressure, the subjects were 

asked to produce [pa] syllables, starting at a low vocal intensity and gradually increasing the 

vocal effort until the voice was as loud as possible without discomfort. The subjects were free 

to choose a comfortable pitch within their speaking ranges.   

5.3.5.2 Analysis 

The analysis was done in the same way as for the vowel task (see section 5.3.4.2 and Figure 

13).  
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Figure 13: Airborne voice signal and Psub with increasing voice effort articulating [pa] syllables. Again a 

gradual shift in the zero line for Psub is apparent. The arrows and lines indicate the portions from which 

the Psub values were calculated. 
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5.3.5.3 Results 

The results are shown graphically in Figure 14.    
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Figure 14: EGG spectrum slope and SPL values (right) on the vertical axis, versus Psub on the 

horizontal axis. The data are pooled from three takes. For subject SM only, the three takes produced 

three distinct clusters of data, as shown in the lower left panel by the differentiated markers. 

 

One may note in Figure 14 how the EGG spectrum slope varies very little, with no clear trend 

in relation to Psub, while SPL generally increases with increasing Psub. In this task, the onset of 

phonation reaches VF collision immediately, due to the p-occlusion, which is a necessary 

component of estimating Psub. Therefore, the spectral transition from the pre-collision to the 

colliding phase is not represented. Only subject JS exhibited some drop in the EGG spectrum 

slope, at the lowest subglottal pressures.  

The results of the correlation analysis are shown in Table 3. As expected, positive correlations 

between the variables SPL and Psub and SPL and EGGSS were significant, at an alpha level of 

5%. The hypothesis, however, that the EGG spectrum slope increases with higher values of 

Psub had to be rejected.   
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Table 3: Distribution and correlations between EGG spectrum slope, Psub and SPL. Correlations in bold 

type are significant at p < .05. 

Variable Means Std. Dev. Psub SPL EGGSS 

Psub  [cm H20] 6,9 2,1 1 0,35 0,07 

SPL [dB @ 0.3 m] 77,6  3,6 0,35 1 0,29 

EGGSS  [dB/oct] -14,0 0,8 0,07 0,29 1 

 

When correlations are broken down by vowel, a significant positive correlation can be found 

between vowel [a] and Psub but for none of the four other vowels. Likewise, SPL is 

significantly (p < 0.05) correlated to EGG spectrum slope on [a] (0.66) and [ae] (0.51), but not 

on the other vowels. All correlations, however, turned out to be very weak. 

5.3.6 Effect of vocal intensity 

5.3.6.1 Task 

Phonation of [ha] utterances was started as softly as possible, increasing in vocal intensity 

gradually until the loudest, but still comfortable level was reached. The utterances began with 

an [h] in order to ensure that the phonation was not started with a glottal stop. The subjects 

were free to choose a comfortable pitch within their speaking ranges. 

5.3.6.2 Analysis 

The parts to be analysed in the crescendos were chosen by searching visually for increases in 

the signal amplitude. The files were marked with 8 to 16 labels, depending on the amount of 

amplitude increase during one take. EGG spectrum slope and airborne voice sound pressure 

level in dB (SPL) were estimated using the MATLAB script. 

5.3.6.3 Results 

The results are shown graphically in Figure 15. The EGG spectrum slope shows very little 

variation with increasing vocal intensity as measured in SPL (dB). While SPL varied over 

more than 20 dB for three subjects (KH, SP, JS) the EGG spectrum slope remains remarkably 

constant. No pre-collision data exist for the subjects KH, SP and SM. Subject JS shows some 

pre-collision data corresponding to a remarkable drop in EGG spectrum slopes at the lowest 
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SPL values. No statistical analysis was carried out on this data set because no significant 

results could be expected. 
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Figure 15: EGG spectrum slope on the vertical axis and SPL (dB) on the horizontal axis. The raw data (light 

grey markers) are pooled from three takes. The line plots (dark circles) depict averages of the raw data (5dB-

category). Note that subject JS has a different EGG spectrum slope range than the other subjects. 
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5.4 Experiment 2: EGG spectrum slope in singers 

5.4.1 Data 

For experiment 2, synchronised audio and EGG recordings from an existing database were 

kindly provided by Dr. Nathalie Henrich of GIPSA-Lab in Grenoble. The recordings of 8 out 

of 18 singers have been analysed. This choice was due to time restrictions in the project. The 8 

male subjects were all trained singers, 6 basses and 2 tenors (Henrich et al., 2005) with no 

history of voice disorders. Their ages and years of training are given in Table 4.  

 

Table 4: Ages and years of training of the 8 subjects. 

Subject B1 B2 B3 B4 B6 B7 T1 T2 Mean 

Age 44 26 30 26 35 29 30 32 31.5 

Training (ages) 7 8  10  8 10 10 4 13 10 

 

The aim was to obtain EGG spectrum slope values in singing for increasing voice effort at 

different pitches and vowels. The task was to perform crescendos and decrescendos on three 

vowels [a], [e], and [u]. This was done on several pitches (see Table 5). The task was 

performed only once for each vowel and pitch combination. 

 

Table 5: Pitches analysed per singer for the crescendo/decrescendo recordings. 

 A2 C3 C3# D3 E3 F3 G3 A3 B3 C4 D4 E4 F4 

B1  X     X   X  X  

B2  X     X   X  X  

B3  X     X   X  X  

B4  X     X   X  X  

B6  X  X X X X X X X    

B7 X X X X X X X X      

T1      X X X X X X X   

T2  X    X X X X X X  X 
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5.4.2 Analysis 

The two-channel voice and EGG files were marked with 5-15 labels starting at a low intensity 

level and ending at the highest intensity level in each crescendo. The number of labels was 

dependent on the amount of level change (dB) in the crescendo. In case of visible vibrato, the 

labels were set on the highest point of the vibrato cycle, so as to minimise EGG spectrum 

slope differences due to vibrato patterns. The EGG spectrum slopes and SPL measurements 

were then calculated using MATLAB, as described in chapter 5.1. 

5.4.3 Results 

Average EGGSS grouped by subject are shown graphically in Figure 16. One may note that 

the 95% confidence intervals of the subjects B1, B6, B7 and T2 are not or not hugely 

overlapping with those of the other subjects, which match each other very closely. A statistical 

effect of the factor Subject was present at a level of significance of 1% (p < .001). A look at 

Figure 18 supports those findings. The averaged EGGSS are plotted per subject and for 
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Figure 16: Average EGG spectrum slopes grouped by subject. Computed for the covariates F0 and SPL at 

their means (F0=225 Hz  and SPL= 86.8 dB). Vertical bars denote 95% confidence intervals. 

 

averaged SPL (dB) values within 5dB categories. Not only EGGSS seems to be dependent on 

the subject but also the amount of increase in EGGSS with increasing vocal intensity. The 
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difference of EGGSS between subjects becomes less pronounced toward the highest SPL 

values. 

Figure 17 shows average EGGSS that are grouped by the vowels [a], [e] and [u]. The  
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Figure 17: Average EGG spectrum slopes grouped by vowel. Computed for the covariates F0 and SPL at 

their means (F0=225 Hz and SPL=86.8 dB). Vertical bars denote 95% confidence intervals. 

 

95% confidence intervals indicate no significant difference between the vowels [e] and [u] 

whereas a significant effect for vowel [a] was computed (p <.01). The range between 

the confidence intervals of the three vowels, however, is less than 0.5 dB.  

 

 
Figure 18: Mean EGG spectrum slopes on the 

vertical axis and averaged SPL (dB) on the 

horizontal axis. Data are shown per singer. 

 
Figure 19: Mean EGG spectrum slopes on the 

vertical axis and averaged SPL (dB) on the 

horizontal axis. Data are shown per vowel.  
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The assumption that there is no real vowel effect on the EGGSS is strengthened by the look at 

the averaged curves, which are plotted per vowels with the corresponding standard deviations 

in Figure 19. The differences between those curves are negligible at moste sound pressure 

levels and in some points even absent. 

A scatterplot with raw data of EGG spectrum slope versus SPL (dB) is graphed in Figure 20. 

The data points are very scattered at low sound pressure levels but becoming more clustered 

toward a high limit of -9dB/octave toward high SPL. They are not normally distributed. A 

trendline was computed for the raw data, including all subjects,  
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Figure 20: Scatterplot with EGG spectrum slope on the vertical axis and SPL (dB) on the horizontal axis. 

A corresponding trendline with the equation y= -22.2027 + 0.1226 *x was computed for the data. 

 

fundamental frequencies and SPL values. The results of the linear regression analysis on this 

trendline are given in Table 6. While 23.95% of the variability in the data can be explained by 

the factor SPL, only 5.8% can be explained by the factor fundamental frequency. For both 

variables, however, effects on EGGSS could be proved at a significance level of 1%. 

 

Table 6: Linear regression results of all points. 

EGG spec slope Intercept Slope R² p 

SPL [dB @ .3 m] -22.20 0.12 0.24 < 0.0001 

F0 [Hz] -13.22 0.01 0.06 < 0.0001 
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The results of the correlation analyses between EGGSS and the factors SPL and F0 are shown 

in Table 7. There is a weak positive correlation between EGGSS and SPL, with a mean slope 

of -11.6dB/octave and a level of significance of 5%. Correlations between EGGSS and F0 and 

SPL and F0 are even weaker but still significant. Those findings do not change substantially 

when correlations are broken down by vowel as can be seen in tables 8 to 10.  

  

Table 7: Correlations between the variables F0, SPL and EGGSS. Marked correlations are significant at p 

< .05 (N=1490). 

Variables Means Stdev. F0 SPL EGGSS 

F0 [Hz] 225 66.6 1 0.34 0.24 

SPL [dB @ .3 m] 86.8 8.1 0.34 1 0.49 

EGGSS [dB/oct] -11.6 2.0 0.24 0.49 1 

 

Table 8: Correlations grouped for vowel [a] between the variables F0, SPL and EGGSS. Marked 

correlations are significant at p < .05 (N=511). 

Variables Means Stdev. F0 SPL EGGSS 

F0 [Hz] 223 63.0 1 0.32 0.19 

SPL [dB @ .3 m] 90.4 7.8 0.32 1 0.53 

EGGSS [dB/oct] -11.5 1.9 0.19 0.53 1 

 

Table 9: Correlations grouped for vowel [e] between the variables F0, SPL and EGGSS. Marked 

correlations are significant at p < .05 (N=493). 

Variables Means Stdev. F0 SPL EGGSS 

F0 [Hz] 232 72.0 1 0.38 0.23 

SPL [dB @ .3 m] 85.7 7.3 0.38 1 0.52 

EGGSS [dB/oct] -11.5 2.0 0.23 0.52 1 

 

Table 10: Correlations grouped for vowel [u] between the variables F0, SPL and EGGSS. Marked 

correlations are significant at p < .05 (N=486). 

Variables Means Stdev. F0 SPL EGGSS 

F0 [Hz] 221 64.2 1 0.41 0.29 

SPL [dB @ .3 m] 84.0 7.8 0.41 1 0.46 

EGGSS [dB/oct] -11.8 2.2 0.29 0.46 1 
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5.5 Other observations on the EGG spectrum 

It was noted that dips or notches would sometimes appear in the EGG spectrum, as show in 

Figure 21 below. On closer examination of the EGG time derivative (DEGG), these notches 

were found to be associated with multiple contacting events, as manifested by multiple peaks 

in the DEGG signal (see Figure 22). Interestingly, these notches would sometimes make very 

clear trajectories in spectrograms of the EGG signal. An example is shown in the EGG 

spectrogram of a singer’s crescendo (Figure 23). Note how, although the harmonics of the 

EGG signal change little over the course of the crescendo, the notches move in quite close 

coordination with the output sound pressure level. The reason for this would be that the 

multiple peaks in the DEGG for the contacting phase approach each other in time as the 

closure becomes more rapid.  

 

 
Figure 21: EGG spectrum with power level (dB) on 

the vertical axis and frequency (Hz) on the 

horizontal axis. Arrows indicate the notches 

described in the text above. 
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Figure 22: EGG signal with the corresponding 

derivative. Amplitude on the vertical axis and 

time (ms) on the horizontal axis. Arrows 

indicate multiple peaks in the DEGG signal. 
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Figure 23: Below: EGG spectrogram of a singer’s crescendo corresponding to a DEGG with multiple 

closing peaks. The units are frequency (Hz) on the vertical axis and time (ms) on the horizontal axis. 

Above: Voice sound pressure level (dB) corresponding to the singer’s EGG spectrogram with SPL (dB) on 

the vertical axis and time (ms) on the horizontal axis. Note how the frequency locations of the dips (white 

bands) shift with the changing SPL.  
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6 Discussion 

The number of speaker subjects in the first experiment was very small (N=4). This was due 

mostly to time constraints incurred by a failing instrument that had to be sent abroad for 

repairs. A larger number of subjects might have revealed some small correlation between 

EGG spectrum slope and the vocal effort parameter Psub.  

In this study, we were first looking for how EGG spectrum slope covaries with the airborne 

spectrum’s slope, so the precollision regime is not part of the topic here, and the data 

collection was not designed to study that. However, this should definitely be done in a future 

study. In our view, the EGG spectrum slope could be a sensitive indicator of vocal fold 

collision.  

As noted in the Methods section, the fundamental partial in the EGG spectrum was found 

often to be a poor fit to an otherwise essentially straight line; it was almost always too strong 

to fit the line. This suggests that the amplitude of the first partial in itself might carry some 

useful information. This issue was however deemed to be outside the scope of the present 

study. 

Values of EGGSS higher than -9 dB/octave were very rare. It could be argued that this 

apparent limit might be due to a limited frequency response of the electronics in the EGG 

equipment. However, since the EGGSS was computed based on the spectrum at low to 

moderate frequencies, up to 10F0, this seems unlikely. Instead we believe that 

the -9 dB/octave limit, that was especially visible in experiment 2 thanks to the large number 

of data points, reflects some real temporal constraint in the contacting of the vocal folds.     
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9 Appendix A 

A.1 MATLAB Scripts 

This Matlab code also makes calls to SMP-file interfacing routines,  

written by Nathalie Henrich and Erwin Schoonderwaldt.  

 
File “data_script_s.m” 
 
% Main script Libeaux - K version with input workar ound  
% - Make data directory the current working directo ry  
% Erwin Schoonderwaldt 2010, tweaked by Sten Ternst röm 
  
% Parameters  
F0=130;   
fmin=1.8*F0;  
fmax=10.0*F0;  
nBW=2*F0;  
if  nBW < 500  
    nBW = 500;  
end  
answer= 'a' ;  
  
T_interval=50; % time interval for data selection per label in ms  
  
% bandwidth=200;  
Nfft=256;  
hop=128;  
  
fref=100; % For conversion of freq to octaves  
answer = 'nil' ;  
datfilename = 'output.dat' ;  
  
% Work flow  
% - Read smp files in folder > file list  
% - Open/create data file  
% - for files  
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%   - open smp file  
%   - read labels (from file or header) > label lis t  
%   - convert bandwidth to # samples  
%   - for labels  
%     - calc SPL + spectral slope (auto)  
%     - user interaction (continue, edit, skip)  
%     - write row to data file  
 

  
% Read directory content  
dir_content=dir;  
Ndir=length(dir_content);  
  
% Open data file for writing. Use append mode ('a')  to make sure that data is not  
% overwritten. For standard writing mode use 'w'  
fid_out=fopen(datfilename, 'w' );  
  
% Write header (first row)  
fprintf(fid_out, ...  
    'file\tlabel\tI_start\tI_end\tNfft\thop\tf_min\tf_m ax\tSPL\tspectral_slope\tBW\n' );  
  
for  idir=1:Ndir  
    % Look for smp files  
    if  ~dir_content(idir).isdir && ~isempty(strfind(dir_c ontent(idir).name, '.smp' ))  
        % Read smp file  
        smp=smpread(dir_content(idir).name);  
         
        % disp(' ')  
        disp([ '----- SMP file: ' , smp.file])  
         
        % Read labels, create label_list  
        if  isfield(smp.header, 'labels' ) % external label file  
            % Create label list and add labels to header struct  (internal representation)  
            [pathstr,labfilename,ext]=fileparts(smp .header.labels);  
             
            disp([ 'External labels: ' , labfilename, ext])  
  
            % Read label file  
            fid_csv=fopen([labfilename ext], 'r' );  
            C=textscan(fid_csv, '%f%f%s' , 'headerLines' ,1, 'delimiter' , ',' );  
            fclose(fid_csv);  
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            % Add labels to header  
            Start=C{1};  
            Width=C{2};  
            label_list=C{3};  
            Nlab=length(label_list);  
             
            if  isempty(label_list)  
                beep;  
                disp([ 'Warning: No labels found in file ' , smp.file]);  
                 
                continue ; % Go to next file  
            else  
                for  ilab=1:length(label_list)  
                    smp.header.([ 'L' ,num2str(ilab)])=struct( 'start' ,Start(ilab), 'width' ,Width(ilab), 'label' ,label_list(ilab));  
                end  
            end  
             
        else  % labels contained in header  
            hflds=fieldnames(smp.header);  
            label_index=strmatch( 'L' ,hflds);  
            if  isempty(label_index)  
                beep;  
                disp([ 'Warning: No labels found in file ' , smp.file]);  
                 
                continue ; % Go to next file  
            else  
                Nlab=length(label_index);  
                label_list=cell(Nlab,1);  
                for  ilab=1:Nlab  
                    label_list{ilab}=hflds{label_in dex(ilab)};  
                end  
            end  
        end  % read labels, label list  
  
        if  isfield(smp.header, 'F0' ) % F0 item found in file header  
            F0 = smp.header.F0;  
            fmin=1.8*F0;  
            fmax=10.0*F0;  
            nBW=2*F0;  
            if  nBW < 500  
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                nBW = 500;  
            end  
        end  
         
        % Calculate FFT window size (based on bandwidth)  
        sfchan=smp.header.sftot/smp.header.nchans; % Sample rate per channel, sssumes equal sample rat es  
         
        % Number of samples for data selection  
        Nsamples=round(T_interval/1000*sfchan);  
         
        % Go through labels  
         for  ilab=1:Nlab  
              disp([ '--- Label: ' ,label_list{ilab}])  
             
            % Data selection  
            I_start=round(smp.header.(label_list{il ab}).start/smp.header.nchans);  
            I_end=I_start+Nsamples-1;  
            if  I_end > length(smp.data_cal.channel0)  
                beep;  
                disp( 'Warning: label too close to end of data.' )  
                I_end=length(smp.data_cal.channel0) ;  
            end  
            signal0=smp.data_cal.channel0(I_start:I _end);  
            signal1=smp.data_cal.channel1(I_start:I _end);  
             
            % Calc SPL (channel0)  
            SL=sound_level_av(signal0,80,sfchan);  
            % SPL=SL - 10*log10(1e-12); % re. 10^-12 W  
            SPL=SL - 20*log10(2e-5); % re. 2.0 10^-5 Pa  
             
             
            % Calc FFT (channel1)  
            if  sfchan < 44000  
                Nfft = 128;  
            else  
                Nfft = 256;  
            end  
            hop = Nfft/2;  
            % [SPEC,fx]=fft_av(signal1,'fs',sfchan,'nfft',Nfft, 'hop',hop);  
            [SPEC,fx]=fft_av(signal1, 'fs' ,sfchan, 'nfft' ,Nfft, 'hop' ,hop, 'bw' ,nBW);  
            fx(1)=100;  % kludge, to avoid log of zero Hz  
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            octx=log2(fx/fref);  
            SPEC_dB=20*log10(SPEC);  
             
            % Calculate slope  
            Xint=[log2(fmin/fref) log2(fmax/fref)];  
            slope_index = octx > Xint(1) & octx < X int(2);  
            lin_fit=polyfit(octx(slope_index),SPEC_ dB(slope_index),1);  
             
            % Plot  
            hfig=figure;  
            plot(octx,SPEC_dB, '+-' );  
            set(gca, 'Nextplot' , 'add' ) % same as 'hold on'  
             
            % Show freq in kHz on octave axis  
            xlabel_oct=get(gca, 'xticklabel' );  
            set(gca, 'xticklabel' ,.1*2.^str2num(xlabel_oct))  
            xlabel( 'Frequency [kHz]' )  
            % title(['File: ', smp.file, ' Label: ',label_list{ ilab}]);  
            title([ 'File: ' , smp.file, ' Label: ' ,label_list{ilab}, ' F0: ' , num2str(F0)], 'Interpreter' , 'none' );  
             
            % Plot freq limits and fitted slope  
            ylim=get(gca, 'YLim' );  
            hlim1=plot(repmat(log2(fmin/fref),1,2), ylim, 'k--' );  
            hlim2=plot(repmat(log2(fmax/fref),1,2), ylim, 'k--' );  
            Yfit=polyval(lin_fit,Xint);  
            hfit=plot(Xint,Yfit, 'r' );  
  
            % User interaction  
            while  1  
                % answer=input('\nMenu:\n-1: change fmin\n-2: chang e fmax\n-s: skip\n-q: Quit\nPress return to 
continue\nAnswer >> ','s');  
                % The following if statement is Erwin's suggested w orkaround for a bug in Matlab 2006b  
              
                if  strncmp(version, '7.3' ,3)  
                    answer= '' ;  
                    fprintf([ '\nMenu (via keyboard mode):\n' , ...  
                        '- 1: change fmin\n' , ...  
                        '- 2: change fmax\n' , ...  
                        '- s: skip\n' , ...  
                        '- q: Quit\n' , ...  
                        'Format of choice (examples):\n' , ...  
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                        '>> answer=''1''; return    [to change fmin]\n' , ...  
                        '>> answer=''s''; return    [to skip]\n' , ...  
                        '>> return                [to terminate the keyboar d mode and continue]\n' ]);  
                    keyboard  
                else  
                    answer=input([ '\nMenu:\n' , ...  
                        '- 1: change fmin\n' , ...  
                        '- 2: change fmax\n' , ...  
                        '- s: skip\n' , ...  
                        '- q: Quit\n' , ...  
                        'Press return to continue\n' , ...  
                        'Answer >> ' ], 's' );  
                end  
                               
                switch  answer  
                    case  '1'  
                        disp( 'Click with mouse in figure to set the left frequen cy limit' )  
                        set(hlim1, 'color' , 'r' )  
                        [X,junk]=ginput(1);  
                         
                        % Recalc slope  
                        Xint(1)=X;  
                        slope_index = octx > Xint(1 ) & octx < Xint(2);  
                        lin_fit=polyfit(octx(slope_ index),SPEC_dB(slope_index),1);  
                         
                        % Change in plot  
                        set(hlim1, 'color' , 'k' , 'XData' ,[X X])  
                        Yfit=polyval(lin_fit,Xint);  
                        set(hfit, 'Xdata' ,Xint, 'YData' ,Yfit)  
                          
                    case  '2'  
                        disp( 'Click with mouse in figure to set the right freque ncy limit' )  
                        set(hlim2, 'color' , 'r' )  
                        [X,junk]=ginput(1);  
                         
                        % Recalc slope  
                        Xint(2)=X;  
                        slope_index = octx > Xint(1 ) & octx < Xint(2);  
                        lin_fit=polyfit(octx(slope_ index),SPEC_dB(slope_index),1);  
                         
                        % Change in plot  
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                        set(hlim2, 'color' , 'k' , 'XData' ,[X X])  
                        Yfit=polyval(lin_fit,Xint);  
                        set(hfit, 'Xdata' ,Xint, 'YData' ,Yfit)  
                         
                    case  'a'  
                        if  ilab > 1             % repeat for this label  
                            ilab = ilab - 1;    % (does not work on the first label in a file)  
                        end  
                        break  
                         
                    case  's'  
                        break  
                         
                    case  'q'  
                        break  
                         
                    otherwise  
                        break  
                end  
            end  
             
            if  strcmp(answer, 'q' )  
                break  
            end  
             
            % Write data to file when not skipped  
            if  ~strcmp(answer, 's' ) & ~strcmp(answer, 'a' )  
                % Write data to file  
                fprintf(fid_out, ...  
                    '%s\t%s\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\n' , ...  
                    smp.file, ...  
                    label_list{ilab}, ...  
                    I_start, ...  
                    I_end, ...  
                    Nfft, ...  
                    hop, ...  
                    fref*2^Xint(1), ...  
                    fref*2^Xint(2), ...  
                    SPL, ...  
                    lin_fit(1), ...  
                    nBW);  
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                % Echo data to screen  
                fprintf( ...  
                    '\nOutput\nSPL: %0.1f dB re. 2e-5 Pa\nSpectral slop e: %0.2f dB/octave\n' , ...  
                    SPL, lin_fit(1));  
             
            else  
                fprintf( 'Label %s skipped\n' ,label_list{ilab});  
            end  
             
            % Close figure  
            close(hfig)  
            disp( ' ' ) % Empty line  
        end  
         
    end  
    % close all  
     
    if  strcmp(answer, 'q' )  
        close(hfig)  
        break  
    end  
     
end  
  
% Close data file  
fclose(fid_out);  
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File “fftav.m” 
 
function  [Pyy_av,fx]=fft_av(y,varargin)  
% Function [Pyy_av,fx]=fft_av(y,options)  
% 
% Parameters (options) and defaults  
% - fs: sample frequency (required input)  
% - nfft=1024  
% - hop=256  
% - window='hann'  
% - bandwidth='bw'  
  
% Make sure we have a column vector  
if  size(y,2)>size(y,1)  
    y=y(:);  
end  
  
fs=0;  
nfft=1024;  
hop=256;  
window= 'hann' ;  
bw=500;  
  
if  length(varargin)==1 && isnumeric(varargin{1})  
    fs=varargin{1}; % For backward compatibility  
    P=struct();  
else  
    P=parse_options(varargin);  
end  
  
% this eval creates the variables passed in varargi n  
% and assigns their values  
opts=fieldnames(P);  
for  p1=1:length(opts)  
    eval(sprintf( '%s=P.%s;' ,opts{p1},opts{p1}))  
end  
  
if  ~fs  
    error( 'Sample frequency (fs) not specified' )  
end  
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% Initializations  
nfft2=nfft/2;  
fx=(0:nfft2)'*fs/2/nfft2; % frequency axis  
N=floor((length(y)-nfft)/hop); % number of steps (sliding window)  
  
nWindow = round(2*fs/bw);  
  
% this eval creates the W vector with the window  
%eval(sprintf('W=%s(%d);',window,nfft));  
eval(sprintf( 'W=%s(%d);' ,window,nWindow));  
W = [W; zeros(nfft-nWindow, 1)] ;  
  
%W=sin(pi/nfft*([0:nfft-1]'+0.5));  
% direxp = exp(-i*pi*[0:nfft-1]'./N);  
  
% Calculation average spectrum  
Pyy_av=zeros(nfft2+1,1);  
for  i1=1:N  
    grain=y(hop*(i1-1)+1 : hop*(i1-1)+nfft).*W;  
    Y=fft(grain,nfft);  
    % Y=fft(grain.*direxp,nfft);  
     
    Pyy=(Y(1:nfft2+1).*conj(Y(1:nfft2+1))).^(1/2); % power^(alpha/2)  
    Pyy_av=Pyy_av+Pyy/N;  
end  
  
% % Plot averaged spectrum  
% figure  
% subplot 211  
% plot(fx,Pyy_av);  
% subplot 212  
% plot(fx,20*log10(Pyy_av));  
% title('Average spectrum')  
  
% Plot spectrogram  
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A.2 Spreadsheet with output from the MATLAB script 

 

file label I_start I_end Nfft hop f_min f_max SPL spectral_slope BW 
B2_C3-a.smp L1 29088 31292 256 128 234 1300 79,8 -10,7 500 
B2_C3-a.smp L2 71107 73311 256 128 234 1300 83,3 -10,2 500 
B2_C3-a.smp L3 89841 92045 256 128 234 1300 85,3 -10,4 500 
B2_C3-a.smp L4 110836 113040 256 128 234 1300 87,1 -10,7 500 
B2_C3-a.smp L5 158963 161167 256 128 234 1300 90,5 -10,6 500 
B2_C3-a.smp L6 196754 198958 256 128 234 1300 91,1 -10,9 500 
B2_C3-a.smp L7 221948 224152 256 128 234 1300 92,6 -11,5 500 
B2_C3-a.smp L8 244558 246762 256 128 234 1300 93,4 -11,6 500 
B2_C3-a.smp L9 258447 260651 256 128 234 1300 93,4 -11,4 500 
B2_C3-e.smp L1 21946 24150 256 128 234 1300 74,4 -10,7 500 
B2_C3-e.smp L2 47393 49597 256 128 234 1300 76,3 -10,5 500 
B2_C3-e.smp L3 80312 82516 256 128 234 1300 79,9 -11,4 500 
B2_C3-e.smp L4 119192 121396 256 128 234 1300 83,7 -11,4 500 
B2_C3-e.smp L5 148042 150246 256 128 234 1300 83,3 -11,2 500 
B2_C3-e.smp L6 165240 167444 256 128 234 1300 83,6 -10,9 500 
B2_C3-e.smp L7 185409 187613 256 128 234 1300 83,7 -11,2 500 
B2_C3-u.smp L1 60595 62799 256 128 234 1300 68,4 -11,3 500 
B2_C3-u.smp L2 133126 135330 256 128 234 1300 76,8 -11,1 500 
B2_C3-u.smp L3 163426 165630 256 128 234 1300 78,6 -11,7 500 
B2_C3-u.smp L4 207034 209238 256 128 234 1300 80,4 -11,8 500 
B2_C3-u.smp L5 236873 239077 256 128 234 1300 83,3 -11,6 500 
B2_C3-u.smp L6 264875 267079 256 128 234 1300 85,3 -11,7 500 
B2_C3-u.smp L7 278647 280851 256 128 234 1300 86,5 -11,9 500 

 


